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Twitter for pc windows 8. 1

By Woody Leonhard there is a very basic Twitter client built into Microsoft's Windows 8.1 Tiles Metro People app. But if you are serious about using Twitter - especially if you have more than one Twitter account or use both Twitter and Facebook - there are much better alternatives. As of this moment, the main choice in Twitter's app wars is between running the Windows 8.1 Metro Tiles app for Twitter (and
Facebook) or running a desktop app. TweetDeck, for example, helps you track Twitter accounts for international and local use. Twitter actually bought TweetDeck in May 2011 and has been expanding its capabilities ever since. On the Metro side of Windows, some people swear by MetroTwit, which has the added benefit of looking and working as a Metro app, tiles and all. Look for it in the Windows Store.
The Metro Twitter app — the one from Twitter itself, available in the Windows Store — is not networked. It can get better with age. If your involvement with Twitter revolves mostly around following Justin Bieber (43 million followers), Katy Perry (41 million) and Lady Gaga (40 million), and tweeting about what you eat for breakfast, then Metro Twitter works great. All serious Twitter apps have support for a
number of key features: automatic URL abbreviation so that ultimately looks like - an important trick when you're limited to 140 characters. Multiple Twitter accounts (and sometimes Facebook) so people who change their business accounts and personalities individually can manage both at the same time. Attachments to an image with automatically created links to image sites. The best Twitter apps let you
drag and drop photos onto your tweets and handle all the details. Sophisticated search functions so you can view not only your tweets and the tweets of those you follow, but also tweets on topics that interest you, such as #19thcenturydentistoffices. If you find yourself using Twitter a lot at all, take the time to get a Windows Twitter app. And don't forget to download the Twitter app for your phone and tablet
as well. As an avid Twitter user (just celebrated my 6-year anniversary on the service), I'm pretty excited about today's news: Twitter for Windows 8 is now available for download in the Windows Store. The Design of the Twitter app for Windows 8 should look familiar: it uses the same design principles seen in Twitter.com and other Twitter mobile apps that include the Home, Connect, Discover and Me tabs.
And the updated Twitter app for Windows Phoneals also uses the same design principles. However, this new Twitter app takes advantage of Windows 8 in a variety of ways. First of all – it has a live tile that allows you to quickly see who replied to you on Twitter directly from the Start screen and will also complete notifications for replies and messages directly. You can use the Share charm to quickly share
from another app to Twitter. For example – last night I tripped A new Blu-ray movie I wanted to pre-order from Amazon and straight from the Amazon app I was able to swipe from the right edge to choose the share charm to share it to my Twitter followers! Quickly share websites from Internet Explorer 10 to Twitter using the Share charm. Like using the Share charm, you can use search charm to find
Twitter accounts to track or tweet using a particular hashtag (#Windows8). The images are large and central with a new landscape view that gives you a larger version of a photo included in the tweet. You can also swipe horizontally to view multiple images on the Discovery tab or in a user's profile and tap a picture to view it full screen. But one of my favorite features is the ability to shoot the Twitter app to
the left or right side of my screen using another app, so I can always keep track of all the tweets coming from my followers. To see Twitter for Windows 8in Action – check out the following video from Twitter: For more information on Twitter for Windows 8, head over to the Twitter blog and read their blog post from Mike Kruzeniski (@mkruz) who is Twitter's design lead for the app. Twitter is one of the social
media trends. Unlike Facebook, Twitter and Instagram is a very limited type of platform. That's a good thing, too. All celebrities, politicians and other famous personalities prefer Twitter to communicate with their fans and followers. Twitter launched in 2006 and in a very short time, it broke all popularity records. Twitter is a billionaire not only online but also in a number of users. Most tweets are made from an
internet version and then iOS and Android apps. I'm sure most of us have never tried Twitter for Desktop.Many laptop addicted people especially who are in IT. Using a smartphone during work is a big disruption. This habit gets in the way of work and social media apps users know it better. So to avoid this hurdle we brought Twitter to the desktop. Now Windows and Mac users can use Twitter on
computers. Now you can do tweets, retwee tweets, replies and all the other things without Twitter phone and version online. Using apps on your PC is always a great experience. If you want to use Twitter on a laptop then download it now from our site. You can turn on Twitter for desktop in Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows XP, Windows Vista and Mac OS too. How to download Twitter for
Desktop (Windows and Mac):We uploaded the latest version of Twitter on our Google Drive storage cloud. To download Twitter to the desktop from our site click on the current download button above. After clicking the Download button, you will move towards google drive.there download button on the drive page appeared, click on it. Next, Google will ask you to select the account you want to use with
Google Drive.And, with the last click of the Download button anyway. Locate the Twittersetup .exe file on your computer, double-click it. To install Twitter on your computer you simply to follow the on-screen instructions. Keep in mind that you need to allow your app to make changes to your device. Therefore, don't forget to click Yes when Windows requests. You can download the new Twitter app for
Windows 8 from the Windows Store. A screenshot by Ed Rhy/CNET Twitter released its first Windows client yesterday for Windows 8. The customer supports the usual set of Twitter features, but also includes some Windows 8 uniqueness. Here's how to get started with Twitter for Windows 8: Download and install the Windows 8 Twitter app from the Windows Store. The first time you start your app, you'll
need to sign in with your Twitter username and password to confirm the app. The second time you launch the app, you may be prompted to allow Twitter to run the background. If you want to display quick mode notifications on the lock screen, you must allow it to run in the background. You can always go back to PC settings and change it later if you change your mind. Using Twitter for Windows 8 after
permission, you'll see the familiar Timeline, as well as the navigation tabs on the left side of the app: Home, Connect, Discover, and Me. In the upper-right corner, you'll also notice the Connection and Search icons. If you're already familiar with Twitter, using the app to connect, reply, retweet and favorites should be pretty self-explanatory. Click to enlarge. Screenshot by Ed Rhy /CNET Photo Network: A
unique feature of the Twitter app on Windows 8 is the photo network in profiles. When you view a Twitter user's profile, you can swipe pictures or scroll horizontally and see them all online. When you select a picture, it will be displayed full screen. Click to enlarge. Screenshot by Ed Rhee/CNET Search and Share Charms: Another separate feature of the Windows 8 Twitter app is Search and Share Charms.
From any app in Windows 8, you can search for hash tags or accounts on Twitter using the Search charm. And with the Share charm, you can quickly share content from any app to Twitter. To access the charms, just swipe in from the right edge of the screen or move your mouse to the lower-right corner. You can also use the keyboard shortcut, Win+Q for Search, and Win+H for sharing. Click to enlarge.
Screenshot by Ed Rhee/CNET Snap View: One of Twitter's cool features for Windows 8 is the ability to pin the app to the side of the screen. This option allows you to view your Timeline when using another app. To shoot two apps side by side, bring the other app from the left edge with your finger or upper-right corner with your mouse. You can also use the keyboard shortcut, Win+. to go to snap the
current app to the left, right, or back to full screen. Click to enlarge. Screenshot of Ed Rhee/CNET Settings: If you want to change messages, log out of the Twitter app, clear your search history or change display settings, swipe in from the right edge, then go to Settings &gt; Options, or use the keyboard shortcut, Win+I, and select Options. Starting from You can also choose permissions to change privacy
settings, switch notification mode, and allow or disqualify the app from running in the background. That's it, that's it. The Twitter app for Windows 8 is great for Tablet and Hybrid Windows 8 users, but desktop users might be able to benefit from it, too. When used with StarDock's ModernMix, it will run in its own window, making it function like a desktop client. Client.
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